Volume III of my Gann Astro Trading Methods is now done and available
to buyers of at least Volume I (because you need the software in that volume) and
preferably volume II also, since this new work builds on the two prior books and
discusses examples in the prior works. The cost is $430 for Volume III but if you
have not purchased any prior volumes then the three volume set will be discounted
to $1000 for all three when purchased at the same time.
Volume III is 80% horoscopes and 20% other advanced trading secrets like the
Square of Nine, numerology and other miscellaneous topics. You will now be able
to see how and why horoscopes work and why traders like W.D. Gann had
complete confidence that a bull or bear market would start near a certain date. This
work shows dozens and dozens of such forecasts of major market highs and lows
that last for months to years all forecast from the correct starting horoscope and the
unique application of key numbers in that horoscope. While writing this I
demonstrated how and why the current 'Trump Rally' would likely end on March
1st, 2017 with a likely low in May. I also show clearly the exact cause of the
November 2016 Election rally to the precise day and why Trump is connected to
Ronald Reagan, along with a proof of many of the final top or bottom days of the
bull and bear markets in history. You need not be an astrologer to follow this
discussion on horoscopes as I look at them completely different than other
astrologers and I show why the traditional methods don't work very well but that
there are key numbers that you need to be aware of to crack the code of a
horoscope. You can reproduce the examples in this volume with the software from
volume I, however, I do recommend a professional astrology software package to
make it easier if you devote a good part of your time to these methods. This is
volume III for a reason- it is the culmination of the secrets of Gann and why he
always knew without doubt where the beginnings and endings of markets and
stocks would take place and these could be figured out for years ahead of time if
you had the key and that key was embedded in the horoscope. While I love all my
prior books and think they all have a place, clearly this one possesses the one key
you need to find the really big moves for major swing trading and institutional
entry and exit of markets at the terminal points. This approach is not for everyone
and I won't say it is easy. It is not hard to comprehend and understand how to do it,
but you do need to study this volume as it certainly is not a light read. It goes to the
heart of the Bible and the origin of horoscopes and progressions and solar returns
and how to make them work in the stock and commodity markets. Elaborate
examples on soybeans are used to show how easy it is to trade commodities but
also examples on the S&P, and stocks like AMZN and XON and others. There are
three or four individual techniques that alone would pay for the cost of purchasing
this volume many times over. You won't find these key clues to the horoscope in

other astro books or methods as they do
don't have the numerological secret cycles
that make them work. If you are serious about learning how it all fits together as
well as how your own life and horoscope work then this is a necessary purchase.
What follows are some of the forecasts in the book that you will finally be able
to see completely and fully what caused them and how easy it was to know in
advance if you had the right starting point. I also explain three different methods
that are connected that gave you the 1929 top to the exact day.

Here is the famous bull market blast off in 1982 and I explain how a major
recurring cycle from the Bible called the exact day months ahead of time.

The financial panic in 1998 gave you sseveral
everal key top cycles known for over
100 years so you could short the top at the exact point.

Did you sell Amazon at the top in 2007? With the knowledge from Volume III
you might have!

A lot of money was made and lost on crude oil over the past few years.
years Did
you know the EXACT days of the highs and lows? These were set up hundreds of
years ago. Gann always said if you w
want good results you have to start at the right
beginning point. Volume IIII shows you that point.

Do you trade commodities? This
his was a good long term entry on soybeans
known for over 30 years.

In 1974 many thought the bear market would never end. This key cycle gave
you the exact low and years later the exact high to the day of the greatest bull
market in history!

TSLA is a great trading stock and knowledge of this cycle could have made
you rich!

All the big institutions trade Exxon. What if you knew years ahead of time
where the final lows would occur? This is a simple secret cycle from its horoscope
explained in Volume III.
These are just a few of the examples in Volume III and you will learn how easy
it was to find and calculate these cycles that will last forever. While these huge
cycles don't come every day, with thousands of stocks to cho
choose
se from and dozens
of commodities it's not hard to find major swing trades all the time that you can
plot out and be prepared for,, once you learn the secrets of their horoscopes.
There are a great many more examples than these few representatives and this
is my longest volume
me at 237 pages. If you apply the knowledge from this volume
that will allow you to find these huge beginning points and then use the other
techniques from my prior volumes to fine tune it and trade it, you should be able to
become quite successful in the markets.
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